Fitout Hub Interiors LLC is a Team of expertised professionals in Interior Designing, 3D Renderings, Joinery, Refurbishments, Executions, Management Supplies and Consultants rendering services throughout Middle East, Kuwait and India, operating from the heart of Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai. We provide a complete, tailored service covering each and every aspect of your project, this is why we call it HUB (A Turn Key Solution Provider). Over the years we have built up a strong network of Consultants, Suppliers and Distributors who work with us to develop the designs into bespoke products and finishes unique to each project.

Fitout Hub Interiors LLC add value to any project and increase the value of investment by working closely by understanding Client Budget and Requirements, with the help our In-house Design House, developing the overall design and working to maintain consistency and integrity throughout its execution. From project inception and design through to build and aftercare support, our dedicated and skilled team of designers, project managers and building professionals provide a one-stop office interiors solution.

Projects can vary from concept schemes through to full scale interior architectural refurbishments and decorations. Developing your project brief, We will produce concept mood, 2D Sketch, 3D rendering, sample boards, working drawings and written specifications to educate the client for clear understandings.

We create successful and impressive designs through our exacting attention to detail, an empathetic understanding of our clients tastes, ambitions and a precise awareness of timescale and budget. The result is a complete satisfaction which is not only beautifully designed but of a quality that will sustain throughout the years. Through design and creating a positive environment and visitor experience, we always strive hard to achieve and exceed our client’s expectations and business objectives.

**OUR MISSION**

As designers and key turn solution provider, we believe that our practice is acutely responsible for the wellbeing of all those who inhabit work.

We keep our minds and vision around all aspects of the design brief, structure, space planning, renderings to create an integrated system form and expression.

We think holistically to embrace our clients image and embody it in a built environment, that is distinct in its character and is of the highest integrity and quality.

**“WE THINK HOLISTICALLY TO EMBRACE OUR CLIENTS IMAGE”**
THESE NUMBERS DON’T LIE ABOUT US..

- Born in 2006
- 9 years in business
- 38 branding approved contractor
- 5000 sqft warehouses
- 10000 project supplies
- 10000 projects delivered
- 1000 satisfied clients
- 100 dedicated employees
- 38 branding approved contractor
- 10 international supplier
- 15 accreditation
- 28 awards
- 10 international supplier
- 7 branches
- 7 branches
- 5000 sqft warehouses
- 100 dedicated employees
- 15 accreditation
- 28 awards
Thus denotes us as "A TURN KEY SOLUTION PROVIDER"
Every design brief has its own challenges and surprises. FITOUT HUB Interiors Designers make it their prerogative to approach each project separately with no preconceived sense of style or design. Instead, we like to treat all of our clients as individuals, preferring to allow their varying tastes and ambitions to come to the fore as we engage in the design process.

Our Design Pool Consists of Rendering Experts and Designers expertised in delivering sophisticated photo-realistic visuals of the finished design schemes of client requirement, which provides you a clear transformation of client project prior execution. Providing the best office layout or furniture solution demands careful understanding of our client's requirements.

FITOUT HUB unique interior design services encompass total, turnkey solutions for our clients' Residential, Commercial, Retail, Restaurants, Hospitals and villas etc. We design every aspect of the project from Wall to Floor, Reception to Conference, Kitchen to Bathroom, lighting to Joinery, Electrical Design to Eco Solutions. We are passionate about textures, combining materials and fabrics, deep color palettes and tailored lighting systems to create a flowing narrative from area to area producing interiors that tell a story in result.

By configuring workspaces intelligently, we help clients achieve greater collaborative working, as spaces are designed around people and their activities, as well as facilitating interaction, effective communication and knowledge-sharing. Our Designers are customer oriented and each client will be assigned with an individual designer for one point understanding, thus keeping our client at the heart of the project, seeking regular sign offs to ensure that client remains engaged in the decision making process.
FITOUT HUB co-ordinate each and every aspect of our projects from the architectural plans to exterior design, landscaping and everything in between.

Efficient site management, adherence to schedules and budgets, a flow of pertinent information to the client; these elements are critical to delivering a confident, reassured service, allowing the focus to remain on achieving the best design and craftsmanship possible.

To this end, we make sure to keep all channels open throughout every step of the project, right from pre-planning to after-care. Becoming the central point of communication, we maintain regular lines of conversation between our clients, our consultants and any other parties that may be involved. From general updates to weekly execution reports, communication is key to delivering the best results, achieving the design you desire and the quality of workmanship that we expect.
FITOUT HUB can design, supply and install a wide range of acoustically absorbent finishes to your facility’s walls and ceilings to assist sound control and enhance the acoustic environment of the areas people use for business, leisure or living.

We remained focused on educating our clients on the fundamentals of acoustical planning in the workplace. While offering practical and achievable solutions to an assignment, each project is specifically developed for the individual requirements of the client resulting in a cost-effective, value-driven, long-term solution.

We have our own exclusivity in acoustic innovation with our unique and advanced concepts. Dedicated to product development, our experienced project management and highly skilled site teams will turn the designs into reality for any application where acoustic control is required.

“FOR YOUR COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND, THE ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE OF YOUR SYSTEM IS ESSENTIAL”
FITOUT HUB has full experience with the requirements of authorities and facility Management companies. Our services includes shop drawings preparation, Civil Defense, Dubai municipality, Dewa approvals and our head of design department ensures all proposed designs comply with the guidelines and design codes of the different Authorities in UAE. We design, educate and suggest the clients for their compliance of following local authority polices.

Our execution team is formed by expert technicians and qualified engineers in Dubai Municipality, Dubai Civil Defense, JAFZA, DMCC, Concordia and TECOM etc., Our administrative staffs are experts in obtaining work permits within different districts of UAE. Our qualifications allow us to obtain different approvals in a sensible timeline.
Our Joinery wing equipped with high end modern machineries to carve your requirement in best finishes. Our staffs are trade certified and experienced in their segments. Whether it’s a modern look you wish to achieve or a more contemporary one. Our skilled craftsmen are trained to the highest standards to ensure a quality finish to any installation; ensuring every aspect from sub-floor preparation through to the finishing and ongoing maintenance is dealt with in a truly.

We can supply Furnitures, Exhibition Stands, Customized items, Wooden panels, Windows, Doors, bi fold doors, Wooden Cladding, Stairs, conservatories and bespoke joinery items for both commercial and private projects.

We can supply and install high quality items and the extensive use of advanced technology enables fast turn-around and competitive pricing to development and construction clients as well as private clients and public companies alike. We source only the highest quality of products from sustainable merchants.

FITOUT HUB has steadily grown and developed a solid reputation in joinery for working in partnership with our clients and completing projects on time and on budget whilst demonstrating the strictest standards of safety and craftsmanship.

We employ an experienced and highly motivated management team and workforce and work to a model that has given the company a long history of successful joinery contracts.

Our client base covers both the private and public sectors in education, health, commercial, retail, residential and industrial. Familiar with all forms of contract, we have undertaken projects including traditional tendering, Design and Build and Management Contracting.
The pace and continuing advance of Information technology indicates that we must be able to advise and provide Clients with high-technology solutions.

Hence, FITOUT HUB also appreciates, welcome and propose to our clients the advanced techniques in Information Technology. The knowledge and capability today would be compounded tomorrow that ease our work, when new technology offers even more ingenious ways to help run businesses.

Technology is the key enabler in allowing the modern workplace to be responsive, flexible, creative and collaborative. The network deployed must empower the individual to work most effectively in a manner and environment that best suits their skills.

From precision data cabling and cordless telephony, through to complex trading systems and remote networking; Our highly skilled and qualified engineers are committed to provide and manage state of the art cutting edge technologies to our customers with the highest level of quality assurance in every aspect. Our engineers are qualified to strategize, design and implement large scale and complex technology environments to ensure the highest level of customer satisfaction, that keep clients in step with the very latest information technology.
FITOUT HUB INTERIORS is a team we maintain close personal control over projects. The scope of our involvement varies from project to project.

Our initial consultation enables us to understand the scope, design and aesthetic of your project. FITOUT HUB follows this up with a project and fee proposal detailing your requirements and our recommendations along with a proposed timeline and outline project costs as required.

We work with you on a personal level throughout the entire project, helping you through the initial design stage, plus with our Consultancy Services we offer essential advice and second opinion on any scope of work and try to provide you with the best solutions or how to incorporate an existing features into the new designs. We understand the importance of having a perfectly designed areas that are tailored to suit the needs of client, which is why we are happy to help however we can.

It is not uncommon for us to be involved at the early stages of a new project, working alongside the architect and the team.

Advising on space planning to achieve the optimum layout, lighting design, detailed bathroom design, window treatments and unique furniture proposals could all form part of this discussion. Upon your instruction we will address design tasks as required and present our proposals. We pride ourselves on our ability to grasp preferences and to make appealing suggestions appropriate to your needs and budgets. Clients will find FITOUT HUB very good at listening and absorbing details.

As we mentioned above Time is a commodity these days, no matter how large or small your project we can eliminate the slog, save you time and save the client from expensive mistakes thus making the re-design of your interior an enjoyable experience.
VASTU CONSULTANCY

Interior Design is a profession concerned with anything that is found inside a space - walls, windows, doors, finishes, textures, light, furnishings and furniture. All of these elements are used by interior designers to develop a functional, safe, and aesthetically pleasing space for a user.

For those clients who strongly have faith in Vastu Shastra makes their live in harmony with nature, FITOUT HUB render our Vastu Consultancy to follow the rules of Vastu Shastra 100% in a structure / construction of the project. Planning the Interiors with the Vastu is the option to it. By making arrangements of furniture, accessories, lighting in all designing the internal of the building.

CUSTOMER CARE

As a part of Customer care service, we will provide support post-practical completion with regular communications to ensure a smooth adjustments and maintenance as required. We will make sure that all our clients are fully satisfied with their completions.

Because we FITOUT HUB understands the exacting need of the client as the life is extremely busy which we will make it easy by providing prompt satisfactory services.

We provide ourselves in being able to interpret clients requirement and concerns prompt and aptly.

Our customer care team will assist you throughout the procedures of your requirement at all times. Each client will be denoted with unique code of services.
Combining functionality and beauty, our landscape design service turns outside space into a functional work of art. From roof terraces, dainty courtyards, to gardens, our goal is to ensure a strong visual relationship is maintained between exterior and interior design.

Our FITOUT HUB team translate the designs landscape team produce into stunning scenes designed to suit our clients exacting needs. From maximizing space, to developing a family friendly, commercial environment as per the client’s requirement, we take on each landscape design project with fresh eyes and open minds.

FURNITURE SUPPLY

Our specialist furniture division was established to provide clients with the definitive product and service package. We offer a complete range of services, including furniture design consultancy, office furniture supply and management. As an independent furniture consultant and supplier, we are able to provide completely unbiased guidance in product selection, from the very best furniture solutions.

The furniture process starts with the development of layout designs, costs proposals and a selection of different product ideas. FITOUT HUB then arrange with the different possibilities where we can fine tune your requirements and arrange for samples to be sent to your office.

Along with the selection of the product, we also present a finishes board showing all the different fabrics, aluminum, laminates and woods. Finishes can have a dramatic effect on cost so it is important to develop this part of the process alongside the budgets.

INTERIOR LANDSCAPING

Combining functionality and beauty, our landscape design service turns outside space into a functional work of art. From roof terraces, dainty courtyards, to gardens, our goal is to ensure a strong visual relationship is maintained between exterior and interior design.

Our FITOUT HUB team translate the designs landscape team produce into stunning scenes designed to suit our clients exacting needs. From maximizing space, to developing a family friendly, commercial environment as per the client’s requirement, we take on each landscape design project with fresh eyes and open minds.
OUR CLIENT LIST
WHY CHOOSE US...!!

- REJECTION IN AUTHORITY APPROVALS: 0%
- CHEAPER: 35%
- FASTER: 75%
- IN HOUSE ASSISTANCE: 100%
- VALUE FOR MONEY: 100%
- DEFECT POLICY: 100%
- INNOVATIVE DESIGNS: ∞
OUR GROUP

THE CARPENTERS

T: +971 6 563 7790, F: +971 6 563 7791
Warehouse No.3, Industrial Area, P. O. Box - 4384, Ajman U.A.E.,
Email: hello@thecarpentersme.com, Web: www.thecarpentersme.com

BLUEFOX INFRASTRUCTURE IT SOLUTIONS LLC

T: +971 4 288 4567, F: +971 4 288 4568,
Unit No. 12, Sheik Zayed Road, P. O. Box - 77901, Dubai-U.A.E.,
Email: hello@bluefoxme.com, Web: www.bluefoxme.com

Ripples ADVERTISING LLC

T: +971 4 288 4567, F: +971 4 288 4568,
Unit No. 12, Sheik Zayed Road, P. O. Box - 77901, Dubai-U.A.E.,
Email: hello@ripplesme.com, Web: www.ripplesme.com

FITOUT HUB INTERIORS

P. O. BOX: 77901, UNIT-12, SHEIK ZAYED ROAD, DUBAI, UAE. TEL: +971 4 288 4567, FAX +971 4 288 4568

DUBAI | ABU DHABI | QATAR | SAUDI ARABIA | INDIA
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